ORDER:

The Competent Authority is APSCHE, while according permission to establish Private Unaided Degree College, has stipulated in the proceedings that the Society should obtain affiliation from the University concerned.

The College in the address entry was issued Show Cause Notice on their failure for not fulfilling one of the conditions i.e not obtaining affiliation from the University concerned as prescribed by the Competent Authority ie APSCHE though the Society took provisional permission from the Council for starting the Private Unaided Degree College and not running the College for the last three years and denied access of higher education thereon to all sections of the Society.

As per Rule 11(1) of G.O.Ms.NO.29 dt.5.2.1987, the Competent Authority shall withdraw permission/recognition/affiliation granted to the private educational institution when the institution has failed to fulfil any of the conditions prescribed for permission/recognition/affiliation.

In compliance of the Rule11 (1), the Society / College in the address entry was asked to explain as to why permission cannot not be withdrawn by this Competent Authority for not running the College during the last three years and not obtained affiliation of the University concerned and thereby denied the access to higher education to all sections of the society in the locality concerned.

Before a final decision is taken by the Competent Authority on the matter, the Management of the College in the address entry is hereby directed to represent before the Committee on 20.02.2020 in the Conference Hall, AP State Council of Higher Education, Tadepalli, Guntur District to submit their written explanation on their failure for not fulfilling the condition of obtaining affiliation from the University concerned as prescribed by the Competent Authority ie APSCHE and for not running the College for the last three years.

Further, the Society in the address entry is requested to produce the original documents for verification and to submit one set of photocopy of the documents along with the filled in proforma appended to this notice, with all necessary annexures for verification by the Committee along with the explanation. The soft copy of the explanation along with the filled-in pro-forma should also be sent by email to acapsche@gmail.com before 14.02.2020.

Sd/-
CHAIRMAN

/ By Order/

SECRETARY
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Show Cause No. APSCHE/AC-103/Not functioning/SCN/FO/2020    Dt.31.01.2020
Sub: APSCHE – Academic Cell – ANU area – Colleges which are holding permission and not
functioning for the last three years and not obtained affiliation – Denied the access of
higher education to all sections of the Society in the locality concerned – Show Cause
Notice issued – Final opportunity - Management to attend before a Committee – reg.

ORDER:
The Competent Authority ie APSCHE, while according permission to establish Private Unaided Degree
College, has stipulated in the proceedings that the Society should obtain affiliation from the University
concerned.

The College in the address entry was issued Show Cause Notice on their failure for not fulfilling one of
the conditions i.e not obtaining affiliation from the University concerned as prescribed by the Competent
Authority ie APSCHE though the Society took provisional permission from the Council for starting the
Private Unaided Degree College and not running the College for the last three years and denied access
of higher education thereon to all sections of the Society.

As per Rule 11(1) of G.O.Ms.NO.29 dt.5.2.1987, the Competent Authority shall withdraw
permission/recognition/affiliation granted to the private educational institution when the institution has
failed to fulfil any of the conditions prescribed for permission/recognition/affiliation.

In compliance of the Rule11 (1), the Society / College in the address entry was asked to explain as to why
permission cannot not be withdrawn by this Competent Authority for not running the College during the
last three years and not obtained affiliation of the University concerned and thereby denied the access to
higher education to all sections of the Society in the locality concerned.

Before a final decision is taken by the Competent Authority on the matter, the Management of the College
in the address entry is hereby directed to represent before the Committee on 20.02.2020 in the
Conference Hall, AP State Council of Higher Education, Tadepalli, Guntur District to submit their written
explanation on their failure for not fulfilling the condition of obtaining affiliation from the University
concerned as prescribed by the Competent Authority ie APSCHE and for not running the College for the
last three years.

Further, the Society in the address entry is requested to produce the original documents for verification
and to submit one set of photocopy of the documents along with the filled in proforma appended to this
notice, with all necessary annexures for verification by the Committee along with the explanation. The soft
copy of the explanation along with the filled-in pro-forma should also be sent by email to
acapsche@gmail.com before 14.02.2020.

Sd/-
CHAIRMAN

/ By Order/

To
The Secretary/Correspondent,
D.Venkata Subbaiah (DVS) Degree College, Darsi,
Prakasam Dist, A.P.-523247

Copy to:
The Vice-Chancellor of the affiliating University
The Registrar of the affiliating University
The Dean, College Development Council of the affiliating University